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Have  you  heard about this prophecy, one coming from some Pre-Tribulation Rapture advocates?

If you’d like to read  Craig Lovik’s  book (which continues to go through edit changes)  or  if you’d

like to view their video presentation (1.59 million views at the time of the publishing of this blog),

use the links below for more information:
.

 https://youtu.be/PtATSQx3cjl   or   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtATSQx3cjl

Like the “Blood Moon” prophecies of the last decade (which were released  prior to  the actual

astronomical  blood-moon  events), the  Berisheet End-Times Passover Prophecy  [ book released     

in 2018 ; YouTube video posted in November of the same year ] was released  prior to  the        

closing events  of the end of days.  This includes the event of the Pre-Trib Rapture (as 

the  Berisheet Passover Prophecy – BPP for short – advocates claim).

According to those who hold the BPP, the Rapture event has not yet happened (as of the writing     

of this blog).  The creators of this  end time   interpretation go on to make this claim:  The Rapture  

of the Church will take place  before  the beginning of 2024.  That’s less than 2 years  from today! 

Here’s the claim  in their own words (written  in the presentation) :
.

 “The Departure of the Church – could happen at any time and no later than 2023.”
.

 “The Church of Christ will not exist on the earth after the year 2023.”

Note this:  The BPP  includes  the claims (of the quotes above)  in  the prophecy (#4 of 7 prophetic

beginnings) while also making  other  future claims.  At this juncture, a question is in order:

How is it we are able to discern (even today, without waiting for the beginning of 2024) the 

Berisheet Passover prophecy may be a  false  prophecy?
.

Before answering this question, it’s important to  reiterate  one fact hinted at above:

The Pre-Trib Rapture prediction [before 2023 – “We know that the departure of the

 Church could happen at any time  ...  we do know that the window of Grace will slam

 shut no later than 2023 A.D.”] within the BPP is a  major  part of the prophecy.

Okay, back to our concern through the posing of a question ...
.

How do we know (today) this Berisheet Passover prophecy is, most likely, incorrect?
.

Let’s revisit our  Truth Foundations’  commitment:  The Word is our authority for faith and practice.

We need to be sure the claims of contemporary prophets are indeed what they claim:  Bible-based

appeals, not based on pictures and numbers of letters contained in the first word of Genesis 1.

https://youtu.be/PtATSQx3cjl
https://


Is the BPP based on  actual  Scripture  OR  is it based on  letter interpretations  of the first word       

in the Hebrew Bible:  “Berisheet” ; Hebrew :  ;*:!9" (literal word translation: “in beginning” ) ? 

As many secularists ask us (global inhabitants) to believe the wild claims (i.e., myths) of holistic

evolution (from the cosmic egg to the present – including Neo-Darwinian macro evolutionary

changes), so too do the creators of this  end-time prophecy  ask readers to take  huge  faith leaps  

as to how the first word in the Bible (“in beginning”) means what they say it means – end-time

prophecy.  They actually claim this one word speaks to  7  prophetic beginnings – three of which  

have already happened.  The author and supporters of this prophecy ask us to  believe  their many

assumptions about the meanings of the letters, all the while touting their view is a  literal  approach

to understanding the Hebrew word,  ;*:!9" .  They ask us to  trust  their many presuppositions.  No 

my friends, this word – ;*:!9" – has  nothing  to offer by way of literal,  end-time  Bible prophecy.

We have one other fair, important concern ...

    Although the Pre-Trib Rapture event is a main part the Berisheet prophecy, it’s accurate to make

    this factual observation:  There is  NO  evidence offered (in the actual “Berisheet” word) which

    warrants the Rapture event!  Check it out.  NO  letters  nor  sub words within Berisheet  nor 

    Hebrew letter numerology  nor  pictographs speak to the Rapture.  This is both  sad  and  telling . 

Sad  in that a main tenet of the prophecy - the Pre-Trib Rapture - isn’t even in the word, symbols or

letters which are  the basis  or  grounds for  the prophecy!  Telling  in that  IF  this is the best proof

for the Pre-Trib Rapture that can be offered by Pre-Trib advocates, it is even more clear this view 

is bankrupt, biblically speaking.  (Please see our other documents justifying this appeal.)

And yet, the  Doodly  powered presentation is bold to include this claim: “The Berisheet prophecy is    

the most amazing warning you will ever hear in this life time.”  From our perspective, it’s a surprise

they can even get away with making a claim like this given the lack of clear, Word-based support.

The BPP  YouTube  video makes these (verbal ) concluding appeals:

 “Once assembled, the Berisheet Passover Prophecy contains the forecast that the

 Church of Christ will not exist on the earth after the year 2023.” ...

 “This concludes the translation of the first prophecy revealed in the Bible – revealed

 but hidden in the beginning so that you might be warned at the appointed time that

 Christ is coming to collect His Church.   Will you be ready?”

May we  mark  the potential  false teachers  among us, for the sake of the Gospel, our personal

protection, discipleship of others and ultimately for the purpose of bringing our  %&%* God  glory 

and praise.  Please visit  www.EnduranceMinistries.online  for more information.
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